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What's Your Function?
 

Summary 
Students are presented with conditions that will require the ability to make sense of a mathematical
situation with missing information. They will recognize that some function has taken place and their
assignment will be to figure out what it was.
 

Main Core Tie 
Mathematics Grade 2

Strand: OPERATIONS AND ALGEBRAIC THINKING (2.OA) Standard 2.OA.1
 

Additional Core Ties 
Mathematics Grade 2

Strand: NUMBER AND OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN (2.NBT) Standard 2.NBT.7

Mathematics Grade 2

Strand: NUMBER AND OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN (2.NBT) Standard 2.NBT.9
 

Materials 
Bag of beans
Balance the Beans pdf
Function Box pdf
Empty half-gallon carton
Duct tape
Function Box Cards pdf
Math Journal
Pencils

Additional Resources
Books

Counting Crocodiles 
, by Jody Sierra and Will Hillenbrand; ISBN 0-15-200192-1
Ten Flashing Fireflies 
, by Philemon Sturges; ISBN 1558586741
Seven Blind Mice 
, by Ed Young; ISBN 0698118952

 

Background for Teachers 
This activity is designed to give the students an opportunity to demonstrate their cognitive skills.
Students will be presented with conditions that will require the ability to make sense of a
mathematical situation with missing information. Students will recognize that some function has taken
place and their assignment will be to figure out what it was.
 

Intended Learning Outcomes 
1. Demonstrate a positive learning attitude.  
2. Understand and use basic concepts and skills
 

Instructional Procedures 
Invitation to Learn

http://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=5120#71256
http://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=5120#71271
http://www.uen.org/core/core.do?courseNum=5120#71273
http://www.uen.org/Lessonplan/downloadFile.cgi?file=18873-2-25216-balance.pdf&filename=balance.pdf
http://www.uen.org/Lessonplan/downloadFile.cgi?file=18873-2-25217-function_box.pdf&filename=function_box.pdf
http://www.uen.org/Lessonplan/downloadFile.cgi?file=18873-2-25218-function_box_cards.pdf&filename=function_box_cards.pdf


Pass out a cup of beans and the worksheet Balance the Beans to each student. Draw a picture of the
scale and the shapes on the chalkboard. Explain to the students that they can balance the scale by
placing beans in the square, circle, and the triangle. Display the following rules on the chalkboard or
on chart paper and then discuss them.

Shapes that are the same must have the same number of beans in them.
Shapes that are different must hold a different amount of beans.
All shapes must have some beans.
The two sides must balance by having the same amount of beans on both sides.

Instruct the students to balance 12 beans. Now try and balance it with 15 beans, and finally have
them balance 18 beans. Record in their math journal what they have learned from this experience.
Instructional Procedures

Construct the box -- See Function Box blackline for instructions.
Create function box cards of 10's, 12's, 15's, 18's, as well as random amounts. The smaller
numeral should be written in black and the larger number should be written in blue.
Review with the students what they have learned about the symbols +, -, = and =.
Explain that the Function Box performs math functions using the symbols we have just
discussed and a missing addend. The students are to use their knowledge to figure out what
function is being used and what is the missing addend.
Introduce the acronym T.I.P.S. T represents Thought -- what function is being used? I
represents Information -- what information do you know? P represents Plan -- how are you going
to solve this problem? S represents solution -- what is the missing addend?
Model to the students how the box works using the function 10 cards. Put a black 3 in the box
and pull out a blue 10.
Have the students discuss what they have observed and then using T.I.P.S., record what
happened in the function box in their math journals. Model on the chalkboard how this should
look in their journals. Students could also include thoughts and pictures (students should have
access to beans or another type of manipulative to help if necessary).
Continue working with the function 10 cards, students should create a T.I.P.S. record for all of
the problems in their journal.
The next day change which color goes into the box first blue 10 into the box black 3 out of the
box. Students should discuss their observations and record their findings in their math journal.
Remind them of T.I.P.S. 10. Continue working with the function 10 cards, students should create
a T.I.P.S. record for all of the problems in their journal.

Now model the Function Box using the random function cards. This can produce an addition
sentence or subtraction sentence. Students should discuss their observations and record their
findings in their math journal.
The next day, create a Function Box and Function Box cards for each student.
Have students work in pairs alternating turns with their Function Box. After each turn they
should discuss and then record in their journals using T.I.P.S. what they observed.

 

Extensions 
Have students write a story involving the Function Box.
Create easier or more difficult Function Box cards depending upon students' mastery of the skill.
This activity can be adapted to make a station for a math center.

Family Connections
Have the students take home their Function Box and share it with their families.
Have family members create missing addend problems that can be used with the student's
function box.

 



Assessment Plan 
Observe how the students work together -- does one student dominate the activity?
Have the students share with you what they are recording in their math journal.
Have a student demonstrate how the box works, walking you through a step-by-step process.
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